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A B S T R A C T   

We report the design of a microcapillary rheometer (μCR) that allows to perform experiments rapidly and in a 
broad range of shear rates (i.e., from 0.1 to 1000 s− 1), using small amounts of material (i.e., just few milligrams). 
Additionally, multiple measurement parallelization makes it suitable for High-Throughput Rheological Experi-
mentation of polymer melts (HT-Rheo-E). 

The novel rheometer consists of a set of three cylindrical microcapillaries in which the fluid flows driven by a 
controlled pressure. A camera, placed at the capillary exit, records the fluid motion to measure its flow rate, from 
which the fluid viscosity can be determined. The optimization of the setup allowed for reliable and fast viscosity 
measurements using ca. 10 mg of material. The current work reports the design of the rheometer and validation 
measurements on several model fluids. The microfabricated μCR is of potential interest for applications in quality 
control and research where rapid and repeated measurements using limited milligrams of polymer are required, 
as well as for High-Throughput-Experimentation of complex fluids (e.g., biological systems).   

1. Introduction 

Material design, development and production are predominantly 
carried out via single trial-and-error experiments guided by human 
intuition and previous knowledge. This approach is time consuming and 
produces a wide amount of waste. The concept of gradient libraries and 
systematic parallel screening for desired material properties to accel-
erate their discovery was introduced by the pioneering work of Hanak in 
the 1970s and a comprehensive historical review on the early years of 
High Throughput Experimentation (HTE) has been recently presented 
by Kumar et al. [1,2]. The parallel screening by means of HTE can be 
enhanced through data science-based methods (e.g., artificial intelli-
gence) and allows to shed light on the relationships between material 
synthesis variables (such as composition) and measurable material 
properties (such as processability, viscosity, etc.). The HTE approach has 
been recently applied to the rheology (HT-Rheo-E) of emulsions and low 
viscous fluids by means of microrheometry using miniaturized channels 
[3]. 

The term microrheometry has been employed by numerous authors 
to refer to a large number of different experimental configurations [4,5]. 
In general, microrheometry may be defined as the area of rheometry for 

measuring quantitatively the rheological properties of a fluid polymer 
when at least one characteristic dimension is on the scale of microme-
ters, so that small quantities of fluid can be used [6]. A first attempt to 
perform experiments in parallel was reported by Moon et al. [7], who 
developed a multi-sample micro-slit rheometer for simultaneous mea-
surements on different polymers, and two direct methods to simulta-
neously measure the dynamic capillary pressure and the viscosity of 
fluids by application of differential forces during flow into micro-
channels. Their calculation of the viscosity from the polymer front flow, 
however, was not fast, with a time-consuming, long cleaning procedure 
needed after each experiment [8]. Data reduction from the polymer melt 
behaviour inside the microcavity during flow was cleverly tackled, 
though remaining not an easy task. 

At the microscale, some factors that are normally neglected at the 
macroscale may play an important role [9]. Wall effects are typically 
more relevant in systems with large surface-to-volume ratios. The use of 
standard capillary rheometry with submillimeter geometries has been 
discussed by Benbow and Lamb [10], who considered the range of 
obtainable stress and viscosity, and by Ybarra [11] in terms of the ad-
vantageous effects of reduced shear heating and the need to consider 
pressure induced changes in viscosity. Shidara [12] described extrudate 
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instabilities and slip that may become more important at microscale. 
Clasen and McKinley [13] performed a thorough and systematic study 
on the effect of the characteristic size of microchannels (from 100 down 
to 3 μm) on the viscometric properties. They found that, for Newtonian 
and non-Newtonian particle suspensions and emulsions, there is an ef-
fect of the channel size only when it becomes comparable with the 
particle/droplet size. Above that size, the behaviour of polymer solu-
tions and melts is not affected by the channel dimensions. Despite the 
progresses, the above-mentioned limitations motivate the development 
of a micro-rheometer truly allowing for HT-Rheo-E. 

A novel rheometer should satisfy two main purposes: a) to supply 
information on process-oriented rheology of complex fluids, thus 
allowing for the measurement of the so-called nonlinear response, i.e., 
high shear rates; b) to perform experiments in the line of HT-Rheo-E. 
Here, we propose a simple and cost-effective rheometer for fast and 
reliable characterization of complex liquids that uses a small amount of 
fluid and is capable of performing experiments in parallel to maximize 
data production rate. The innovative apparatus is based on the optical 
measurement of the flow rate of a few-milligram polymer flowing under 
the action of a pressurized gas. Fast operations are accessible by using 
microcapillaries inserted in a metal chamber. The reduction of experi-
mental time is a relevant feature aiming at HT-Rheo-E. Fast measure-
ment also minimizes thermal degradation, an important aspect when 
characterizing degradable polymers. The proposed microcapillary 
rheometer (μCR) allows for an optimal control of the polymer temper-
ature and flow conditions on several decades of shear rates using from 2 
up to no more than 50 mg of polymer in a fast and simple way. 
Furthermore, the flexibility of the device design also allows for the 
characterization of other properties, such as surface tension, contact 
angle, and (possible) melt fracture. 

2. Design considerations 

The rheometer is a pressure driven, stress-imposed device that has 
been designed to achieve the following objectives: i) to properly work at 
high temperatures and pressures to characterize highly viscous polymer 
melts; ii) to use using milligram size polymers; iii) simplicity, cost- 
effective, and parallel measurements. Table 1 reports the relevant 
dimensionless numbers to be accounted for the design of the μCR. The 
quantification of the typical ranges of those dimensionless groups is 
based on characteristic data for a polymer melt (for example, PS at 
200 ◦C: viscosity, η, 103 Pa s, velocity, V, 10− 2 m/s, surface tension, σ, 
10− 2 N/m, density, ρ, 103 kg/m3, capillary diameter, D, 10− 4 m, thermal 
conductivity, k, 10− 2 W/mK). From which we have:  

a) Re≪1, i.e., negligibility of inertial effects, implies small capillary 
diameters to reduce the characteristic transient time, τi =
ρ D2

η (≈ 10− 8s, for the reference polymer cited above). This allows to 
optimize the experimental time, and through the application of a 

stepwise pressure ramps it is possible to span a wide range of shear 
rates with the same polymer and to measure the corresponding 
steady-state viscosities.  

b) Ga≪1 and Ca≫1 so as to neglect capillary and gravitational forces 
with respect to viscous forces. As a consequence, the total pressure 
drop, ΔP, along the capillary can be written as [14]: ΔP = Pvis + Pσ +

Pg ≅ Pvis; where Pvis , Pσ , Pg are the contributions of viscous, 
capillary, and gravity forces, respectively.  

c) Na < 1 (from 0.04 to 0.9 for our reference polymer), to make the 
dissipative heating effect negligible [15]. 

It is well known that in capillary rheometer the entrance and exit loss 
should be considered for an accurate measurement of viscosity. An 
experimental procedure for the correction proposed by Bagley [16]. 
Even if it is a simple procedure, it requires material for numerous tests at 
different capillary land lengths, which is in contrast with the objective of 
measuring rheological properties with a small amount of polymer. It is 
also well known that the end loss becomes negligible for capillaries with 
large land length. In order to reduce the amount of material and mea-
surement time, a sufficiently large land length can be designed so that 
the end pressure can be considered negligible [17]. In the case of 
viscoelastic fluids, the entrance and exit loss can be seen as composed of 
viscous and elastic components [18]. However, Metzner and White 
(1965) concluded that the elastic effects due to profile development are 
a small part of the elastic component of the pressure drop and hence can 
be taken as negligible [19]. 

3. MicroCapillary rheometer (μCR) 

In designing our microcapillary, we decided to avoid devices where a 
piston is driven either hydraulically, mechanically or by means of a 
weight, because errors due to friction or leakage of material past the 
piston are enhanced by the large surface-to-volume ratio in a small 
diameter reservoir. The proposed μCR consists of cylindrical micro-
capillaries in which the fluid is made to flow by a controlled gas pres-
sure. It is made of three custom-designed pieces fabricated by Roman 
Weber GmbH (Tobel, Switzerland), schematized in Fig. 1a. The micro-
capillaries (diameter D and land length L) are in the central part, which 
is made of brass for its high thermal conductivity. The number of 
microcapillaries can be increased at will, depending on the number of 
desired tests to be performed in parallel (e.g., different temperatures, 
different polymer grades, etc.). Herein, we present the results obtained 
with two different designs: one having three holes with the same 
diameter D = 400 μm and different land length, L, with L/D = 5, 7.5, 10 
(Fig. 1e); the other with just a single hole with diameter D = 70 μm and a 
L/D = 13. A reservoir with diameter Dr = 2 mm and a converging section 
to facilitate sample loading is placed above the microcapillary (Fig. 1a). 
This central part is assembled with the top part (Fig. 1a) characterized 
by 3 ports for: gas inlet, a pressure sensor (PR-23SYEi/-1, from Keller, 
Germany) and a temperature sensor (RTD Pt100 from RS, UK). The top 
part sinks into the fluid reservoir. The temperature of brass piece is 
controlled by a band heater operating in conjunction with a thermo-
couple (T1) read by a thermo-regulator (Ascon-New England Temper-
ature Solutions, Attleboro, MA, model X1). Temperature is checked 
uniformity along the microcapillary is measured by placing two ther-
mocouples in the metal near the sample holders (T2) and inside the 
polymer with a Pt100 entering from the top (T3). Temperature data are 
recorded via software (i.e. LabviewTM software, National Instrument, 
Texas, United States) on a computer. For typical experimental condi-
tions, from ambient temperature up to 200 ◦C, we measured differences 
between T2 and T3 within 1.5 ◦C. The time needed for heating the 
polymer from room conditions to a typical temperature (say 200 ◦C) is 
approximately 15 min. 

The exit chamber (bottom part) is screwed to the central part and is 
equipped with two transparent high pressure windows (1/2” NPT 3IlFU 
from Precision Sapphire Technologies, Lithuania), with an opening 

Table 1 
Dimensionless numbers helping in the designing phase.  

Dimensionless 
number 

Notation Formula Meaning Value 

Capillary number Ca Ca =
V η

σ  
viscous force
capillary force  

Ca≫1  

Reynolds number Re Re =

ρ V D
η  

inertia force
viscous force  

Re≪1  

Galileo number Ga 
Ga =

ρ g D3

η2  

gravity force
viscous force  

Ga≪1  

Nahme number Na 
Na =

η β V2

k  

heat by viscous dissipation
heat by conduction  

Na < 1   
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diameter of 12 mm, and two ports for temperature and pressure mea-
surements. The entire assembly is shown in Fig. 1c and d. Its dimension 
and weight make the setup a transportable lab on desk apparatus. 

As mentioned in the Introduction, the flow rate is measured via op-
tical imaging. To this end, a videocamera (DMX TIS 1/1,8′′ CMOS 
3072x2048 Monocro from DB Electronics, Italy) equipped with an op-
tical lens (2,0X, 2/3” SilverTL Telecentric Lens from Edmund, UK) is 
aligned at the capillary exit to record the fluid flow. The use of the 2.0x 
optical lens allows a resolution of 0.3microns for the calculation of the 
volumetric flow rate. The background is illuminated by a diffused light. 
Once the volumetric flow rate, Q, is measured and the pressure history 
recorded, the apparent viscosity calculation is possible. 

For pressure control, nitrogen gas flows from the regulator of a 
standard nitrogen cylinder at 200 bar into the top chamber of μCR 
through a solenoid valve (SCG238A046-24VCA, 2 port, NC, 24 V ac, 1/ 
2in, EMERSON–ASCO, UK) that is software actuated. The reading of the 
pressure transducer is recorded with a frequency of 50 data points per 
second, and the pressure sensitivity is 0.05% of the nominal calibrated 
full-scale. 

The experimental procedure consists of: I) sample loading (shown in 
Supplementary Video 1), II) temperature rise and stabilization, III) 
application of nitrogen pressure and, in parallel, optical determination 
of the volumetric flow rate through camera recording. In case of fluids 
prone to degradation, the top and bottom chambers are flushed with 
nitrogen during the heating phase. It is worth to say that the typical time 
of an experiment (ca. 2 min) is much smaller than the diffusion time of 
nitrogen in millimetres characteristic scale [10]. The possibility to 
control the pressure and the temperature in the exit chamber allows to 

perform rheological experiment at high pressure to investigate the 
dependence of viscosity and contact angle on the pressure. 

Supplementary video related to this article can be found at htt 
ps://doi.org/10.1016/j.polymertesting.2021.107332 

4. Materials to test the μCR 

Three model fluids were selected to test the rheometer: a poly-
dimethylsiloxane (PDMS, PSF-1000000cSt Silicone Fluid from ClearCo), 
a polystyrene (PS, grade N8100 supplied by Versalis, Italy), and an 
ethylene/1-octene statistical multi-block copolymers (POE) produced by 
the Dow Chemical Company (commercial grade name POE d9007, [20]. 
Nitrogen in high pressure bottles with a purity of 99% (supplied by 
Aircos, Italy), was used to impose the pressure. 

5. Optical measurement 

The μCR was tested with PDMS at 25 ◦C and PS at 180 ◦C to measure 
their viscosities in a wide range of shear rates. When the solenoid valve 
is opened the nitrogen pressurizes the top chamber (phase I in Fig. 2b) 
and the pressure eventually reaches a constant value (phase II in 
Fig. 2b). Two testing procedures can be performed: a) constant pressure 
test (Fig. 2a and b) and b) pressure sweep test (Fig. 2c). The camera 
records the fluid flow at the exit from the three microcapillaries (Fig. 2a) 
and the volume as a function of time is calculated for the three strands by 
image analysis, by assuming axial symmetry of the 2D profile (Fig. 2b) 
[24]. The error due to the axial symmetry assumption is detailed below, 
in the section about the error analysis. The volume is obtained by 

Fig. 1. a) 3D rendering of top, central and bottom piece, b) sketch of the fluid filling the microcapillary and the reservoir (D and L are diameter and land length of the 
microcapillary, c) 3D rendering of the full assembly, d) picture of the assembled setup and e) manufactured multi-microcapillaries plate. 
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Fig. 2. a) snapshots of the polymer strand at the microcapillary exit; b) constant pressure experiment (yellow circles are the pressure, blue, red and grey circles are 
the strand volumes for L = 2, 3, 4 mm respectively); c) pressure sweep experiment (yellow circles are the pressure, blue, red and grey circles are the strand volumes 
for L = 2, 3, 4 mm respectively). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 

Fig. 3. a) The shear stress as a function of the apparent shear rate obtained from the μCR; b) the viscosity as a function of the true shear rate after the Rabinowitsch 
correction. Open symbols are from small amplitude oscillatory dynamic measurements and closed symbols are from the μCR. 
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integration of the strand profile via Labview software. The video of a 
typical test with three capillaries is reported in the Supplementary Video 
2. An example of sweep pressure test is shown in Fig. 2c, where the 
constant slope of the volume (i.e.V(t)) signal is indicative of a constant, 
steady-state flow rate. 

The bend of the middle extrudate, visible in Fig. 2a, is under inves-
tigation and it will be studied in greater details in a future work. 

6. Results and discussion 

The flexibility of the μCR opens up to a series of measurements that 
can be performed with the same instrument by using only just a few 
milligrams of polymers. In the following section we present the mea-
surements of: a) viscosity, b) die swell, c) surface properties (e.g., con-
tact angle) and d) melt fracture. 

7. Viscosity 

The shear stress at the capillary wall (τw = R P
2 L) as a function of the 

apparent shear rate (γ̇a =
4 Q P
π R3 ) is plotted in Fig. 3a for PS and PDMS 

samples. Using the Weissenberg-Rabinowitsch correction [21], the true 
shear rate is calculated, and the corresponding viscosity is plotted in 
Fig. 3b. The calculation of the viscosity is directly linked to the measured 
flow rate and pressure without additional measurements needed. 

The results for PS at 180 ◦C and PDMS at 25 ◦C are compared with 
dynamic measurements obtained in a conventional rotational rheometer 
(Anton Paar MCR702, Germany) assuming the validity of the Cox-Merz 
rule [17]. Good agreement between the two measurements is observed 
with an error of 7% for a confidence interval of 95%. Our findings 
confirm that, at the length scale of the μCR (ca. 100 μm), the effect of the 
increased surface-to-volume ratio is still not relevant [13]. Fig. 3 dem-
onstrates the ability of μCR to correctly measure the viscosity over a 
wide range of shear rates (from 0.1 to 1000s− 1, viscosity from 10 to 105 

Pa s) and temperatures (from 25 ◦C to 200 ◦C). It is worth noting that the 
each set of viscosity data has been measured using only 12 mg of ma-
terial. In all cases, the measurement of the entire flow curves is achieved 
in ca. 10 min. 

8. Extrudate swell 

The extrudate swell can be observed by using the same videocamera 
that measures the flow rate. It should be remarked that, due to the 
micrometric dimension of the strand, gravitational effects are negligible. 
The same is true for the surface tension effects, as Ca>>1. Furthermore, 
as the strand coming out of the orifice is collected in a closed chamber, 
its temperature can be maintained at constant value so avoiding sample 
cooling. For the above reasons the extrudate swell can be calculated as 
B = Ds

D , where Ds is the diameter of the extrudate. The swell measure-
ments can be considered independent of the geometry because the μCR 
design is characterized by Rr/R < 10 and L/R > 10, where Rr is the radius 
of the cylindrical reservoir [22]. The die swell can be related to the first 
normal stress difference, N1, and it is often used as a normal stress index 
[23]-. However, the relation found by Tanner [23] between die swell 
and N1 is model-dependent, on the basis of not rigorous assumptions. By 
estimating N1 with the empirical relationship N2

1 = 8τ2
w((B − 0.13)6 − 1)

we obtain the first normal stress coefficient, ψ1, reported in Fig. 4 for the 
PS at 180 ◦C. As expected, ψ1 approaches a constant value at low shear 
rates and decreases dramatically with increasing shear rate. For com-
parison, we also report ψ1 evaluated from dynamic data by using Laun’s 
rule [35]. A good agreement is observed between the two estimates. The 
measured extrudate swell in the shear range from 10 to 1000 s− 1 is 
comparable (within an error of ca. 20%) to literature values for PS [25]. 
At low shear rates the polymer wets the metal surface and the mea-
surement error for the die swell increases. The use of coatings to avoid 
the wetting on the metal surface will help to extend the die swell 

measurements at low shear rates. 

9. Contact angle and surface tension 

The μCR also offers the possibility to measure surface properties of 
the fluids, still using milligram size polymers, in a controlled tempera-
ture and pressure chamber. As a proof-of-concept we measured the 
contact angle of POE on a milled metal surface. The contact angle can be 
measured by depositing a small drop of material on the solid surface 
(sessile drop). Alternatively, a small amount of liquid can be pushed 
through the capillary to form a small drop at the capillary exit (pendant 
drop). In both cases, care must be taken to wait for the reaching of 
steady-state conditions. In the case of polymer sessile drops on solid 
surfaces, the equilibrium contact angle is approached within a time in-
terval that varies from minutes to hours, depending on the temperature 
and the system examined [26]. Equilibrium is reached after the char-
acteristic time for the interfacial-tension-driven motions 
tc ∼ η

γRd ∼ 1000s, where η is the zero-shear viscosity of the POE at 
180 ◦C, γ is the surface tension and Rd is the sessile drop radius [27]. It 
should be stressed that the μCR design avoids polymer degradation by 
nitrogen purge in the measurement chamber. Needless to say, the con-
tact angle can be measured on different substrates by changing the 
surface material. 

Snapshots of the droplet were taken under equilibrium conditions 
(Fig. 5a) and the contact angle was calculated by the telescope- 
goniometer method [28]. The latter allows for a direct measurement 
of the line tangent to the drop profile in the triple contact point. The 
contact angle at different temperatures under nitrogen flux on the milled 
metal (stainless steel 1.4305) surface are reported in Fig. 5b. The contact 
angle is deduced by the tangent at the triple point because, in our con-
ditions, the ratio between the Laplace pressure and the hydrostatic 
pressure is much greater than unity (the capillary length, 

̅̅̅̅
γ

ρg

√
≫R, where 

ρ is the fluid density [29]) and gravity effects can be considered as 
negligible. Using a similar procedure, it is possible to measure the sur-
face tension by the pendant drop method [30]. The measured data are 
shown in Fig. 5c. A similar qualitative dependency of the contact angle 
and surface tension with the temperature was reported by Zitzenbacher 
et al. [34] for polypropylene and polymethylmethacrylate on polished 
steel at high temperature. 

10. Melt fracture 

The μCR can also be used to investigate processability limits. The 
onset of melt instabilities was observed with POE melts at 150 ◦C. No 
instabilities were detected for PDMS and PS in the temperature and 
shear rates ranges used in the measurements. It is well known that 

Fig. 4. First normal stress difference coefficient, ψ1 (black circles), as function 
of shear rate for PS at 200 ◦C calculated from the extrudate swell, B (grey 
squares). First normal stress difference coefficient (grey triangles) as function of 
shear rate for PS at 200 ◦C calculated with Laun’s rule [35]. 
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polymer melts exiting from pipes show a transition from stable to un-
stable flow at high stress, known as melt fracture [31]. A definitive 
theory describing this phenomenon is not yet available, as well as the 
corresponding transition from regular to irregular patterns on the 
extrudate surface. Usually, this transition is attributed to the attaining of 
a critical limiting shear stress at the wall. Using the μCR with a micro-
capillary of 70 μm it was possible to investigate the onset of melt fracture 
and the patterns produced on the surface. The investigation of the pat-
terns is here simplified since the microstrands can be frozen in a very 
short time (the characteristic heat diffusion time for the 70 μm strand is 

τd =
(R)2

a ∼ 1s, where a is the thermal diffusivity of the fluid). Conse-
quently, the melt fracture can be characterized either inline by an op-
tical camera (Fig. 5a) or off-line by post-extrusion SEM. The latter can be 
used to collect more details on the formed patterns at different levels of 
shear stress (Fig. 6b and c). 

The measured onset of melt fracture for the investigated POE is ∼ 3×

105Pa. Such a value is in line with the expected value for linear low- 
density polyethylene [32]. Needless to say, the appearance of melt 
instability represents the limit for the viscosity measurement [17]. The 
shear rate dependence of shear stresses for POE is shown in Fig. 6d, and 
the vertical lines separate smooth, periodic and melt fracture regimes. 

11. Error analysis 

In this section, the different factors that determine the μCR mea-
surement uncertainty are analysed. The uncertainty can be divided into 
a systematic part related to the instrument settings, such as temperature 
and pressure control, and a random part, linked to the inevitable 
experimental scattering. 

Within the instrument settings, a relevant factor is the accuracy of 
the capillary geometry. The capillary diameter, in particular, is a crucial 
parameter in view of the fourth power effect on the viscosity. The 
diameter, the eccentricity and the roughness of the microcapillary were 
measured by SEM analysis, as shown in Fig. 7a for the case of 70 μm 
capillary. The images return a diameter of 70 μm with essentially no 
eccentricity and roughness of ca. 1 μm. To measure the actual length of 
the capillary, a mould was obtained by carefully removing the solidified 
polymer inside the cavity (Fig. 7b). The nominal and calculated 
geometrical parameters for all the capillaries used in this work are 
shown in Table 2. 

Regarding the error related to the optical technique to determine the 
liquid flow rate, relevant camera parameters are the frame rate, field of 
view, and resolution. In our tests we used a commercial, quite unex-
pensive camera with 130fps, 2.0x lens, 2MPixel, which supplies a suf-
ficient data sampling up to a shear rate of 1000s− 1 for the capillary of 70 

μm, for a minimum volume measurement in the order of 1 μL. The fluid 
volume is measured by integrating the area of the strand coming out of 
the microcapillary. The accuracy of the numerical integration was 
checked for the PDMS fluid by comparing the measured volume with 
that obtained by weighting the extruded mass making use of the PDMS 
density [33,36]. The relative error between the two measurements of the 
volume was ca. 1%. The assumption of axial symmetry off the measured 
object, used in the numerical integration, is crucial and it becomes 
critical for very high shear rates (larger than 1000s− 1), where the strand 
distortion becomes relevant, and the strand exits from the field of view. 
In those cases, the flow rate can be calculated by tracking particles or 
defects in the strand by assuming a plug flow condition out of the orifice. 

Finally, we validated the accuracy of the flow rate measurements 
through a comparison with simulation results. A Newtonian fluid, with a 
constant kinematic viscosity of 1000000 cSt is considered. The finite 
element method is employed to solve the mass and momentum balance 
equations under inertialess assumptions. The three capillaries with 
diameter D = 400 μm and land length L = 2, 3, 4 mm are simulated with 
applied pressure drops ranging from 0.8 to 5.3 bar. Fig. 7c shows the 
relative error between the experimental and simulated flow rates. For 
the investigated conditions, the relative error is always below 3%, thus 
validating the accuracy of the experimental technique. 

The evaluation of the random error is obtained from repeated ex-
periments (10 replicated measurements) and the resulting standard 
deviation is ca. 5%. 

12. Conclusions 

We presented a novel microcapillary rheometer capable of per-
forming several experiments in parallel handling just few milligrams 
polymer, thus allowing for HT-Rheo-E characterization. The stress- 
imposed device is able to perform experiments rapidly and on a broad 
range of shear rates (presently, from 0.1 to 1000 s− 1). We prove the 
reliability of viscosity measurements by comparison with data from a 
rotational rheometer. Additionally, it was shown that μCR can also serve 
to the characterization of other fluid properties, e.g., die swell, contact 
angle, and possible melt fracture. 

Therefore, it represents a cost-effective, easy to manage and reliable 
instrument for the rheological characterization of milligram size 
polymers. 
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Fig. 6. a) inline measurement of melt instability, b) SEM image of microstrand at the onset of melt fracture, c) evolution of melt fracture at several pressure drop, d) 
shear stresses as function of apparent shear rate for POE, the insets are real images of the polymer strand. 
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Fig. 7. a) SEM of the exit section of microcapillary with 3 magnifications from left to right: 80x – 1800x – 4000x, b) mould of the capillary obtained with the POE 
used for the test, c) relative error between the simulated and measured flow rate for three different land length. 

Table 2 
Geometry of the capillaries.  

Nominal diameter x nominal length Diameter [mm] Length [mm] 

0.07x0.450 0.07 ± 0.002 0.455 ± 0.005 
0.400x2 0.405 ± 0.005 2 ± 0.05 
0.400x3 0.404 ± 0.005 3 ± 0.07 
0.400x4 0.407 ± 0.005 4 ± 0.06  
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